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6 Making Let’s plays watchable:
An interactional approach to gaming 
visualizations

1 Introduction: The watchability of Let’s PlaysEntering the keyword ‘Let’s Play’ on YouTube results in over 170 million hits. This is a genre that has become very populär in a very short period of time. Here, gamers document their gaming in films, so called Let’s Plays, and tens of thousands of other people watch via YouTube. What is interest- ing about this relatively new phenomenon is that Video games are not only played, but the playing is presented to a (potential) mass audience where viewers do not play the game but watch others do. Normally, the interactiv- ity of a video game is one of its most outstanding, appealing features. In Let’s Play, however, this interactivity can only be experienced vicariously by the audience. For this reason, Let’s Players must Support their audience’s vicarious experience by strategically commenting verbally on their play moves and by deploying specific visual presentation techniques. In this chapter, we are interested in how the core activity of playing a Computer game is transformed into a “platform format” (Goffman 1983) by verbal, em- bodied and visual means. In short, we ask what practices players use to make Let’s Play watchable?A prevalent practice used by players on Let’s Play is to continuously com- ment verbally on their game moves. If game activities are accountable in their own right (see section 3), one can ask, why they have to be explained or com- mented on verbally in addition to the visible action on screen. Our thesis is as follows. On the one hand, continuous commenting fulfills the main objective of Let’s Plays which is to present active gameplay. Comments should therefore generate an added value, not simply making gameplay visually accessible. This itself indicates how the presentation of the game alone is not sufficient. Often -  as we will show -  a player’s own game actions are explicated verbally which makes the game play more transparent as an action and thus more attractive for viewers. In other words, how players make Let’s Plays watchable for viewers. It is our contention that the watchability of video gaming depends to a large extent on the degree of viewers’ insights into the players’s motivations for
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action and the player’s experience of the game.1 To this end, we examine a case-study example of a Let’s Play with respect to its player’s linguistic and em- bodied practices and the ways in which there (self-experienced) interactivity of Video games is made accessible to others. It is in this way that media formats (i.e. Video games) not primarily designed for watching, are transformed into watchable presentations.In the sections which follow we give a brief overview of Let’s Plays and their typical characteristics (section 2) followed by an outline of our data and method (section 3). Then, in section 4, we examine some of the key strategies of players with reference to selected extracts from our Let’s Play case-study. In short, it becomes clear that the central practice in Let’s Plays -  that is, formu- lating one’s own acts -  is closely related to the specific kind of multimodal na- ture and form of visual presentation of Let’s Plays.
2 What are Let’s Plays?Let’s Plays are defined simply as “playing videogames for the internet” (Haie 2013: 3). However, as we say, the game is not only played but also commented on verbally by players who usually appear in a facecam. In addition, both the playing process and any verbal comments are recorded and uploaded to Video hosting websites like YouTube. The following stills show a Let’s Play embedded in YouTube (Figure 6.1a) and in full screen mode (Figure 6.1b):Let’s Plays first appeared in 2006 and nowadays have very high “dick rates”. The German player Gronkh for instance has about 4.5 million subscribers, while the world’s most populär player, PewDiePie, has over 60 million subscribers.Previous studies of video-gaming show that players and their spectators used to talk with each other, commenting on game play while playing the game (cf. Baldauf-Quilliatre & Colon de Carvajal 2019; Piirainen-Marsh 2012; Tekin and Reeves 2017). Furthermore, phases “in the game” and “out of the game” are ordinarily distinguishable and lead to different concepts of time (“game time” vs. “interaction time”) and, in turn, different forms of involve- ment (cf. Mondada 2013). By contrast, Let’s Plays adopt a different participation framework. Instead of a shared physical setting where every co-present person
1 In contrast to other well-known games like chess, many Video games are self-generated and therefore particularly opaque to observers.
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by the populär German player Pan who presents a current Computer game from the adventure-action-geme. The combination of blind play and the ad- 
venture/action genre promises situations that are potentially unpredictable, surprising and in the need of explanation since players are typically con- fronted with obscure settings. Selecting a populär Let’s Play player offers us a chance to pin-point more typical, well-established practices in this Community of Let’s Player.Our contribution follows an interactional perspective, or more precisely a multimodal extended EMCA approach, which asks how participants create social reality. EMCA Stands for Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis (cf. Heritage 1984a). By multimodal expansion, we mean attention is paid not only to talk, but also to embodied actions, including the use of objects, of media technology and of space (cf. Deppermnann 2013, Mondada 2008, Streeck/ Goodwin/LeBaron 2011). Specifically, our analytic focus is on the strategies or practices by which players design their Let’s Plays to be attractive, engaging and therefore watchable. EMCA research on mediated interaction in general (cf. Arminen, Licoppe, & Spagnolli 2016, Schmidt & Marx 2017) and Video games in particular (cf. Reeves, Greiffenhagen, and Laurier 2016 for an overview) has emphasized that the mediation of a given interaction is not determined by technical circumstances alone. Rather, mediation is taken to be an interactional achievement. Within media settings, and following Arminen, Licoppe 8t Spagnolli (2016), participants’ use of technology also reflects their notion of a reasonable accountable handling of the technology. In short, the way practical Problems are solved in mediated settings is related to the manner in which interaction is shaped by the specific affordances of the technology. For exam- ple, video players in co-present multiplayer settings only turn their bodies halfway around in order to react to other players in their backs thereby at the same time being able to turn back quickly to their own running video game. Through the half turn of the body, what Schegloff (1998) coined “body tor- que” , players simultaneously display their temporary double involvement, which makes their action accountable for others and at the same time reflects the specifics of the media setting.According to Reeves, Greiffenhagen, and Laurier (2016) there are thus fwo 
levels of accountability in video game settings: First “real world actions” like the above mentioned body Orientations within the game setting, but also steer- ing the game and possible verbal conduct (concerning the game play or any- thing eise). Secondly and additionally in comparison to face-to-face-settings, there are (inter-)actions in the virtual world conducted by player-driven ava- tars. The latter is illustrated by Reeves, Greiffenhagen, and Laurier (2016) using the case of a cooperative multiplayer game in which one of the avatars kneels
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Extract 6.1: A transcript example
1 PAN und äh wir können die *yo+KAmer-a°/o% be—nutzen?and äh we can use the camera%nodsGE ‘ camera use—»SD +camera Sym bol--»GS -bleeping

4 Making Let’s Plays watchableIn this section, we present three key practices, two talk-based and a visual one, used by players in the overall attempt of making Let’s Play engaging and, there- fore, watchable for viewers; we do so with reference to the same case-study example of Pan playing the demo Version of the survival horror game Outlast 2.

4.1 Commentingon self-generated actions in Let’s PlaysWe Start with a simple example to show how moderation works in principle. In the following extract, Pan uses the integrated camera function at the very be- ginning of her game play:
Extract 6.2: “We can use the camera”
1 PAN und äh wir können die ‘ KAmera benutzen?#and uh we can use the camera

GE/DS ‘ camera use/camera Symbol—»
2 PAN wir KENN_das ja in outlast-we already know that from outlast
3 PAN wir ‘ können wieder“  RANzoomen,we can zoom in again

GE ‘ zoorn in/zoom out
4 PAN und ich kann ‘ natürlich auch die NIGHTvision anmachen?and of course I can also put on the night Vision

GE
‘ night Vision - »

For now, we focus on just the visual impressions in order to highlight the par- ticular use of verbal comments. First of all, potentially relevant objects of per- ception are attended to; for example, a landscape, a fence, a wind pump and a house in the distance as well as conditions of perception, here especially the
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4.3 Formulating perception in Let’s PlaysIn a further example we take a closer look at the ways processes of visual perception are formulated. In the following extract Pan explores the entrance area of a wooden house:
Extract 6.3: “Delicious”
1
23
45
6

PAN

GE
PAN
GE/DSSD

pan
GE
GE/SD
PAN

PAN

GE/SD
pan
GE
PAN

*was ham wir HIER-what do we have here*hardly perceptiple game object
=Ä&ähä:;Scamera use/camera Symbol 0/o(0.6)°/o°/o(0.53)*(1.00)&%looks down to the right*camera focus on game object night vision/symbols
°h LECker,°h yummi
&°/oich HAbe es ver*MISST;I have really missed it&end of camera use/camera Symbol disappears—»  %looks to facecam *focus on door 
ich LIE+be ++outlast.I love outlast+looks to facecamHere, we are most interested in three aspects of this short extract: visual impres- 

sions, the role of deixis, and the verbally expressed perspective of Pan’s visual perception.Referring only to visual impressions, the viewer has two clues for recon- structing Pan’s perception. First, the facecam conveys the direction of her gaze. For example, in Figure 6.9 she is seen looking straight down (6.9a), diagonally downwards (6.9b,) and straight into the facecam (6.9c).It is not possible to know exactly what Pan is looking at; only her looking into the facecam is easily understood as an audience address.9 Secondly, Pan’s point-of-view-perspective conveys what she is visually focusing on in the game.
9 To discover the real objects and intentions of Pan’s gaze we would need access to the physi- cal setting. From interviews, however, we know that a gaze straight downwards is directed at events on screen whereas a gaze diagonally downwards is directed to Status displays. In Figure 6.9a, therefore, the gaze straight downwards is understandable as game gaze (cf. Aarseth 2004, Atkins 2006) and thus as the default mode for someone involved in the game.
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engaging and watchable. Instead, what Pan reveals verbally is reduced to assessments. First, in line 2, we have a response cry (Goffman, 1981) -  ähhhh -  for conveying disgust and which reflects her immediate experience. This is fol- lowed in line 4 by a positive evaluation term (delicious), accompanied by a smile evoking the sensual qualities of the object in question. Delicious is also presented in direct contrast to disgust. Although the choice of words and pros- ody suggest irony, subsequent events show how Pan is concerned also with the aesthetics of the game. In this regard, note how she no longer refers to the con- crete object of scrutiny (“the bücket”) with the pronoun it in “I  missed it" (line 5), but refers rather generically to a type concept -  namely the look or design of the game Outlast. The visual impression she stresses thereby becomes a trade- mark for the game itself. This is clearly shown in the euphoric evaluation of the game in line 6 of the extract (“/ love Outlast"). Only through the accompanying words do viewers have access to Pan’s personal perspective on the events un- folding visually, which are indicated as a typical feature of a game-specific aesthetic.
5 SummaryWe started with the Claim that Let’s Plays transform an interactive video game into a fixed, broadcast-like product. This process can be understood as “de-in- teractivisation” (cf. Ackermann 2016). The playing of the game itself, however, remains interactive. As we have argued, the basic activity structure of Let’s Plays is a “cybernetic control loop” which cannot be readily made accessible by drawing only on visual presentations. Thus, the main problem for players con- sists of how to make this “black box” accessible for viewers. Based on two typical cases we have shown how the players in Let’s Plays deal with this problem. A pervasive practice throughout Let’s Plays is to formulate one’s own actions.11 Thereby players make the gameplay comprehensible and at the same time watchable. This applies in particular -  as we have shown -  to formulations of visual perception, which make the self-organizing control loop of playing a video game transparent by creating a Connection between prospective relevan- cies (like the above mentioned exploratory announcements) and retrospective evaluations of actions (like response cries or explicit verbalizations such as
11 There are other settings in which participants formulate their actions; for example, when think-aloud-methods are used in writing research (cf. Marx & Schmidt 2019 for a discussion of this aspect).
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delicious). This relation cannot be conveyed solely through the visuals. Only the verbal comments are able to transform a stream of visual events into com- prehensible actions. Let’s Plays are thus an interesting case of re-mediated vis- ualizations (cf. Bolter and Grusin 2000), which needs additional verbalization to be attractive for viewers. In addition, our example analysis has shown how a fully multimodal practice (i.e. Let’s Plays) is visualized in specific ways and, thereby, how communicative processes are embedded. This way, visualization not only fulfils representational purposes (i.e. showing something), but is also used to simulate core processes of multimodal interaction such as using the in- game camera to indicate the direction of a player’s gaze.
GAT 2 Transcription conventions (selection)

° h / h °

(•)and_uh uh, uhm
SYLlable

in- / outbreaths micro pausecliticizations within units hesitation markersfast, immediate continuation with a new turn or segment(latching)lengtheningfocus accentFinal pitch movements of intonation phrases? rising to high, rising to midlevel; falling to midfalling to low
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